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LIFE INSURANCE ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

AND THEIR DIFFERENCE

Traditionally, the liabilities of life insurance companies have been so

conservatively valued that they contained a large margin of protection for

policyholders, even if a company became statutorily insolvent. Most assets

have been valued on a basis reflecting their cost.

Viewing the future in the light of today's high interest rates and expenses,

can we expect traditional valuation principles, that is, net premium valua-

tion of liabilities and amortized valuation of most assets,to provide the

same assurance of company solvency as in the past?

Discussions include:

i. GAAP

2. Impact of changing asset values on cash flow

B. OECD Report "Financial Guarantees Required for Life Assurance Concerns"

(Buol report)

4. Bews, Seymour, Shaw and Wales paper presented January 27, 1975, jointly
to the Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of Actuaries, "Proposals

for the Statutory Basis of Valuation of Liabilities of Long-Term Insur-

ance Business"

5. Current NAIC investigations

6. Surplus problems of small companies

7. Other pertinent developments

CHAIRMAN EDWARD A. LEW: This session is directed not only at the valuation

of liabilities, which has received much attention over the years, but also at

the valuation of assets, and hence at solvency standards. Existing methods
for the valuation of life insurance liabilities have stood up remarkably well

to the test of time, but the standards prescribed for the valuation of assets

had to be suspended during the business depression of the 1930's. It would,

nevertheless, appear highly advisable to aim at extensions or modifications
of the existing system to acco_nodate It to the problems created by a busi-
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ness depression, with concurrent inflation and high interest rates, rather

than seek new solutions. Because of the growing diversity in life insurance

company operations, some of the adjustments will probably have to be indi-

vidualized. Henry L. Mencken once observed that to every complicated ques-

tion there is usually a simple straightforward answer which is almost invar-

iably wrong.

The fundamental issue for the life insurance actuary is to determine whether

a company's total funds will, together with anticipated premiums and invest-

ment income, be sufficient to pay contractual obligations. The portion of

the funds designated as reserves is intended to provide for future death

claims, maturing endowments and similar benefits on the basis of conserva-

tive assumptions as to future death rates, investment return and expenses.

In the United States these assumptions, as well as the net premium vsluation

method with simple modifications, h_ve _een l_Id down by l_w or regul_tlons.

Such an approach is well designed to f_lfill the long-range objectives of a

going concern. It does not, ho%_ver, disclose %he extent of the margins
included in the reserves for extraordimary hazards such as major epidemics,

sharp reductions in investment v_lues or other losses occasioned by unfore-

seeable developments that c_n render a llfe insurance company technically

insolvent at some moment in time. To protect themselves more explicitly

from such hazards, many companies allocate portions of their surplus for

specified contingencies.

The historical record is clear that sharp reductions in investment values

have been the prineilX_l contingency threatening the solvency of llfe insur-

ance Companies. Few, if any, companies have become insolvent because their

reserve liabilities were underestlm_ted by the prescribed valuation stan-

de_x_s,but numerous companies failed during the 19_O's as a result of dubi-

ous investment policies which frequently involved breaches of fiduciary

trust; in the final analysis, however, most of these insolvencies were pre-

cipitated by the business depression. Furthermore, many more insolvencies

were averted by the regulatory authorities when they stepped in and substi-
tuted convention values for market values of securities and instituted tem-

porary moratoria on cash withdrawals and like demands on the compaules.

While I would eschew parallels between the depression of the 1930's and the

recent serious instabilities in the economy, I would still maintain that

substantial depreciation in investment values and abnormal demands for cash

and policy loans re_ain the critical contingencies today. Continued high

rates of inflation are likely to depress the value of life insurmnce company

investments and produce a mounting cash drain -- as long as interest rates

in the financial markets exceed the policy loan rate by a wide margin and

the yields on life insurance company investments compare unfavorably with

those on other long-range investments. The financial impact of such ad-

verse developments will vary considerably from one company to another, de-
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pending on the quality of its assets, the pattern of its emerging investment

maturities, and the proportion of its funds subject to cash surrender or pol-

icy loans. The multiformity of life insurance company operations militates

against simple across-the-board formulas for surplus funds.

Ju_nts relating to the solvency of a life insurance company must descend

to particulars. To make intelligent Judgments about the solvency of a life

insurance company, actuaries will have to take on the responsibility for

certain aspects of the valuation of assets and not merely certify to the

magnitude of its obligations; one of the key issues pertains to the deter-

m_n_tion of special contingency reserves to cover depreciation in investment

values and the effects of negative cash flow. The actuary will have to

evaluate how much margin for these contingencies is alres_y included in the

reserves held by the company and also be in position to estimate the proba-

bilities of depreciation in investment values and of negative cash flow

under the circumstances of the parti_1_ comps. I believe the Society

of Actuaries should establish an Investment Experience Committee to conduct

studies of actual investment performance from which probabilities of pass-

ing from an amortized or book value to a market value basis could be derived

for various categories of investments. Such studies _ould provide the sta-

tistical data necessary to compute more meaningful contingency reserves to

cover asset depreciation and the consequences of negative cash flow.

Greater participation by actuaries in problems of investment valuation does

not require the actuary to become an investment specialist. His role with

respect to the investment risk in _n-lyming investment performance and as-

sisting in the formulation of investment policy ought to parallel his role

with respect to the mortality risk in analyzing underwriting performance and

assisting in the formulation of underwriting policy.

The f_n_ncial implications of different kinds of investment policies, in-

volving varying levels of liquidity dud investment return, as well as chang-

ing demands for cash and policy loans, can now be explored thoroughly with

the aid of computerized model office programs. The model Just developed by

the Joint Cnmm_ttee on the Theory of Risk furnishes a powerful instrument

for investigating the needs for special contingency reserves suited to the

circumstances of a particular comp_uy. This model can also be used to ex-

amine the effect of sharply rising expense rates, _kich may highlight a

major _eakness in GAAP accounting due to its e_phasis on deferring the

amortization of acquisition expenses over a longer period of yes,_s in the

face of continuing inflation.

John Wooddy will discuss valuation of reserves under GAAP, the computerized

model of a stock ccmpmny constructe_ by his committee, and the problems of

relating _b_nging asset values to cash flow.

Russ Collins will tell us about the findings of the Buol report which ex-
European views on the valuation of assets and liabilities.
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Robin Leckie will report on a discussion of assets and liabilities which re-

cently took place at a Joint meeting of the Institute of Actuaries and the

Faculty of Actuaries. The new British approach to valuation reflects to

some degree the shortcomings of their regulatory legislation in dealing with

companies in trouble. British actuaries appear to have turned to valuation

standards which are more appropriate for companies that may have to be wound

up, in contrast to American valuation standaaxlswhich are more applicable to

going concerns.

John Eden will deal with the special problems of smut1 companies in respect

to their needs for surplus funds.

Fi_!Sy, Tom Kelly will give us an account of some of the thinking of the

NAIC Technical Subcommittee on Valuation and Nonforfeiture Value Regulation

MR. JOHN C. WOOI_Y: The industry Audit Guide for stock life insurance com-

panies, published by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

has been in effect for a couple of years. It prescribes generally accepted

accounting principles for stock life insurance companies, which urlnciples

lead to balance sheets and income statements which differ fr_ the statutory

ones.

The stated objective of the Audit Guide is to produce a fairer presentation

of a company's year-to-year income than is obtainable from statutory state-

ments. The c_ent is frequently encountered that company solvency is pro-

tected by other means, namely, statutory statements and insurance department

supervision, so that audit guide preoccupation with income is a reasonable

attitude. Nevertheless, GAAP statements do include both balance sheet and

income statement, so it is pertinent to eyam_ue GAAP assets, liabilities and

their difference. I do not propose to discuss technical aspects such as

items which might be trea_ed as either an asset or a liability offset but

which do not affect surplus. Also I mention only in passing that certain

items included in Exhibit 13 of the statutory statement as non.admitted as-

sets are given full balance sheet status in the GAAP statement. The most

important difference between statutory and GAA statements_ both in its

financial effect on the companies involved and in the minds of those who

have studied the natter in depth, is the GAAP provision for an asset refer-

red to variously as unamortized acquisition costs, deferred acquisition

costs, amortizable acquisition costs. A good deal of actuarial and account-

ing attention has been focused on criteria for determining the amount of

this asset. Again, I do not propose to dwell on technical controversies

which have arisen over this subject but simply note that there is a sizeable

body of opinion which holds that this item is too readily subject to manipu-

lation by company management for the purpose of achieving a desired pattern

of earnings emergence without reference to basic principles. Parentheti-

cally I might note that, given the differences of opinion as to what the

basic principles should be, manipulation is a not surprising outcome.
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Policy reserves under GAAP are required to take account of mortality, inter-

est, lapse and expenSe and to include provision for the risks of adverse

deviation. The simplest way to look at the _ reserve at any point in

time would be to treat it as the present value of future expenses and bene-

fits, including surrender benefits, minus the present value of future valua-

tion premiums, where such val_tion premiums include provision for all ex-

penses, surrender benefits and death benefits. Inasmuch as an actual GAAP

statement must have the provision for unamortized acquisition expense on the

asset side of the balance sheets, the so-celled GAAP benefit reserve must be

calculated somewhat differently from the simple expression previously stated,

although the net effect on surplus of splitting the reserve in such fashion

is zero. For purposes of this discussion it is easier to refer to the total

policy reserve as defined previously, that is, present value of all future

benefits and expenses minus the present value of total future valuation

premiums. Use of this approach here is not intended as any commentary or

argument as to which method gives the most informative public presentation

of the financial position of a stock life insurance company.

In this discussion I wish to focus on this quantity. The first point is

that the valuation premiums referred to in the formula are required to be

calculated on the same assumptions as the present value of benefits and ex-

penses and, as mentioned above, these valuation bases are required to in-

clude provision for the risks of adverse deviation.

The _ valuation premium may or may not equal the gross premium. If the

GAAP valuation premium is less than or equal to the gross premium, no fur-

ther adjustment to the valuation process is required. If the GAAP valuation

premium is greater than the gross premium, an _,_dlate charge is _lled for

equal to the present value of the excess of future GAAP valuation premiums

over future gross pr_niums. The Audit Guide provides that once the GAAP

valuation bases have been established for a given category of policies, they

shall not be changed in the future unless there is reason to believe that

the bases are inadequate. In such ease, revised banes are to be introduced

and the resulting inc_ase in reserve is to be recognized as a charge in the

current year.

To recapitulate, when we look at the question under discussion, that is, as-

sets, liabilities, and their difference, in light of the GAAP description,

and focus on the largest single item in most life companie# b-lance sheets,

namely, the policy reserve, the item which, as far as level-premium, perma-

nent-plan life insurance is concerned, most demands the actuary's skill and

expertise, and, in fact, accounts for the existence of the profession, we

find a system _hich is flexible, which requires the actuary to put his Judg-

ment on the line and not fall back on statutory requirements; we find a

system which has no give if initial assumptions are found to be too conser-
vative but which does require i_iate recognition when initial assumptions

are found to be too liberal. We find a system which is, in effect, a gross

premium valuation method if the valuation premium calculated on the GAAP as-
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sumptions is greater than or equal to the actual gross premiums on the poli-

cies, but which _s not designed as a gross premium valuation system per se.

However, we also find a system which depends upon, for instance, a mortality

assumption "based on realistic estimates of expected mortality ..... provi-

sion for adverse deviations should be included." It is mW personal Judgment

that at least 75% of the llfe insurance companies in the United States do not

have sufficient mortality experience to confer statistical significance on

the results of a mortality study.

The Audit Guide, in discussing withdrawals, states, "Reserves determined in

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles may be less than ag-

gregate cash values." Even for a large company, predicting future lapse

rates or, what may, in certain economic conditions, be the same thing, rates

of taking out policy loans, is very difficult. The subject of the interac-

tion of market interest rates with the _mluation process could call forth a

book all by itself. I will content myself with the observation that,during

the course of the slow rise in market interest rates from 2% or 2½% up to the

neighborhood of 5% to 6%, it seemed clear that the increase was beneficial to

both policyholders and companies 7 and to both life insurance and annuities.

With present market rates and values of high quality bonds held by life in-

surance companies, the risks to which those companies are e_n_osed have bec_ae

more complex. Along with the reduction in actuarial value of even U. S.

government bonds with low coupon rates, has come the increased risk of in-

solvency for which the code name is "Penn Ce_tral." Discussion of estimates

of future expenses would be rather anticlimactic at this point so I will re-

frain.

Just about two years ago,the Board of Governors of the Society charged the

Joint Committee on Theory of Risk with the responsibility of developing the

technique for providing for the risks of adverse deviation as called for in

the Audit/Guide. Pursuant to this charge, the Co_m_!tree conducted investiga-
tions in several directions but focused primarily on development of a llfe

insurance company model. Dr. Harry Markowitz, a consultant to the Committee,

who has since Joined the IHM Research Center, was co_mLissioned to undertake

this work. He, with the help of Dr° Barbara Markowitz, completed the pro-

gramming and is about to finish what we hope will be the final debugging.

The model was designed to investigate, insofar as a model can do so, the

questions implicit or explicit in the comments I have Just made. The period

of time simulated begins on any specified January i. The model company may

or may not have existing business in force. The user of the model specifies

the rate of sale of new business, which can be changed from time to time as

desired. Numbers of policies sold may be deterministic or random in accord-

ance with a normal distribution with m_an and standard deviation specified by

the user. Deaths may he deterministic or stochastic in accordance with a ta-

ble of expected mortality rates specified by the user. There is similar pro-

vision for lapses. Gross premiums are collected and death benefits, surren-

der benefits and expenses are paid. All of the rates involved may be changed
during the course of the s_,11-tion. The investment section is rather elab-
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orate although limited to bonds. The user specifies the market interest

rates by duration to maturity for purchases and sales separately and may

change the market rates during the course of the simulation. The model it-

self does not have any internal mechanism to provide random variation in the

bond market; in fact, one of the most serious conceptual difficulties the

Joint Committee on Theory of Risk has wrestled with is what is meant by an

adverse deviation in interest rates. Twenty years ago a stock company which

assumed 3% interest in calculating its non-par premiums and which earned

only 22!%interest would have suffered a serious adverse deviation but proba-

bly would not become insolvent. Today, a sudden and sustained rise in mar-

ket interest rates to, say, 30% would probably bankrupt most of the llfe in-

surance compszLies in the country. That, however, is a digression. To re-

turn to the interest provision in the model, the user is free to put in what-

ever pattern of variation in fUture interest rates he feels is appropriate

and cau vary the array of rates each year or oftener. The model is not

equipped to generate Penn Central episodes. With a little ingenuity, how-

ever, a substantial asset loss could be caused to occur at some point in

time specified by the user.

The idea of the model is that it may be run many times with the same input,

and on the basis of random deaths and lapses, in order to get a probability

distribution of results. To this extent it operates like a general life in-

surauce company corporate model with statutory valuation reserves and with
federal income tax calculated if desired.

An example, designed to be run as a demonstration at the Workshop on Use and

Development of Corporate Models, running concurrently with this session, is

based on one year.s issues at a single age of a ten-year endowment. The

first run is based on some conventional assumptions, consistent with the

gross premium. The second run increases the lapse rates by 10% for the

sixth to tenth years of the simulation. The third run reverts to original

lapse rates but increases the earned interest raCe from 6% to 7_. The

fourth run incorporates both lapse and interest increases, and the fifth run

adds to this a loss equal to about 10% of assets in the seventh year of the
rulq.

SOFASIM provides a powerful tool for investigations into the subject of life

insurance assets, liabilities, and their difference, in complex situations not

amenable to projections, even on a deterministic basis, by manual methods.

SOFASIM does the job on a stochastic basis and is ready, willing, and able

to run as many trials of any specific input as the user has money for.

MR. RUSSELL M. COT.T.TNS,JR.: The single most important responsibility of

the actuary is to design and manage insurance _ystems in such a manner that

those systems have a high probability of continued existence. The fundamen-

tal requirements for such systems of solvency, stability, and continuity ap-

ply to all insurance operations, wherever in the world they may be located.
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An important study of solvency standards for life insurance companies was

commissioned in late 1966 by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) in order to promote stable international insurance opera-

tions. The pr_m_y objective of the study was to determine a minimum level

of solvency for life insurance operations of the participating countries, al-
though the member country governments would not be bound by the reco_nenda-

tions resulting from the study. However, the results of the study are ex-

pected to have a significant impact on insurance supervision in those coun-
tries.

A Working Party was set up under the Chairmanship of Mr. Buol, at the time a

member of the Swiss Insurance Supervisory Service, and included members of

the Insurance Supervisory Services and insurers of the following countries:

Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the

Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. The

Working Party was assisted by a Sub-Group of actuaries chaired by Mr. Ammeter

(Switzerland) and comprising Mr. Drude (Germany), Mr. Nieto (Spain),

Mr. Stewart (United Kingdon) and Mr. Toren (Sweden).

The Working Party' s report - Financial Guarantees Required for Life Assur-

ance Concerns - commonly referred to as the "Buol Report" - was published in

1971 by the 0ECD.

Leaving aside the application of the reeon_mendations contained in the Report

to the individual countries involved, we will discuss the following topics

treated in the Report: (i) valuation of reserve liabilities, including se-

lection of the interest assumptions and establishment of a special risk re-

serve, (2) the valuation of investments covering reserve liabilities, and
(3) the interdependence of the two.

VALUATION OF LIABII_S

The report differentiates between valuation of liabilities in what it calls

"cases amenable to the classic actuarial technique" and other cases. The

first category would include permanent insurance, where the mathematical re-

serve, if prudently determined, is adequate to meet the danger of high excess

mortality. These are cases where the savings element predominates and the

mortality factor plays only a secondary role. The second category includes

cases where the mortality factor predominates, such as portfolios which are

too small or have not aged long enough to contain a sufficient savings ele-

ment, or types of insurance which contain virtually no savings element such

as most term insurance, accidental death benefits, etc.

In the case of permanent insurance, the Working Party concluded that mathe-

matical reserves, calculated using sufficiently conservative assumptions,

would be adequate and concentrated on the question of choosing appropriate

assumptions. The key assumption, of course, is the rate of interest. The
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Working Party recommended the following method for determination of the val-
uation rate of interest:

First, an "unstrengthened" interest rate is calculated as follows:

(a) First, the average effective r_te of yield on the life company's

assets over a sufficiently long period of time (20 years is
recommended) is determined.

(b) Then, either this average yield, reduced by 10%, or,alter-
natively, a weighted average (two-thirds of the lowest an-

nual rate of yield in the period plus one-third of the most

recent rate ) is chosen.

(c) Finally, in order to assure that, in spite of a possible

downward trend in the rate of yield, the use of either

formula suggested in (b) does not result in too high a valua-

tion rate, the condition is added that the unstrengthened

interest rate can never exceed 90% of the most recent rate\

of yield.

The Report recognized that this method may not always produce appropriate re-

sults and provides for exceptions made by the supervisory authority.

The Working Party recommends a rate of strengthening the "unstrengthened"

interest rate which is based on the theory that a strengthening should be

more substantial when the absolute level of the valuation rate is high than

when it is low. Therefore, a strengthening of 20% of the "unstrengthened"
rate as calculated above is recc_nended. Attention is devoted to demonstrat-

ing that this strengthened rate will produce safety margins adequate to ab-

sorb significant vaxff_ationsin mortality and mauagement expenses as well.

The case of term insurance was studied by the Sub-Group headed by

Mr. A_neter. The report of this Sub-Group is contained in an appendix to

the Report. A paper written by Mr. Ammeter on the same subject was also

translated and published in ARCH 1972-3. The Sub-Group suggests the estab-

lishment of a special reserve, in additionto any mathematical reserve called

for, according to a for_mla, developed by risk-theoretical methods, as fol-
lows:

+ v = o.o25 + 8 ;

where _p1 is the total premium for the portfolio (net of reinsurance

ceded)

is the safety loading contained in pl

is the average claim amount
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The first term is proportional to the premium volume and the second term is

not, but rather depends solely on the expected average claim amount. Thus,

the second term functions as a fixed minimum reserve amount. For large port-

folios, the fixed term is very small in comparison with the variable term.

The _orking Party further recommended tha_ in the case of portfolios where

term and similar insurance is a small proportion of the total portfolio, the

special reserve could be graduated according to the relative proportion that

the term premium bears to the total premium. In such cases, adverse experi-

ence in the term portion of the portfolio could hardly endanger the solvency

of the entire portfolio. With respect to reserve method, while modified re-

serves are,of course,well entrenched in North America, the Working Party

could not agree on the desirability of permitting so-called "Zillmerlzation"

of the mathematical reserve. This refers to the adjustment of the reserve

in the first year for at least a part of the amount of acquisition expenses

and the amortization of this amount over the prs_lum-paying period.

VALUATION OF ASSETS

The Report covers the assets side of the solvency question in terms which

are relatively standard. It begins with an interesting com_nt on the es-

sential difference between asset and liability valuation -° that, whereas

valuation of liabilities is an internal factor which may be directly influ-

enced by insurers and regulators, the asset picture is most directly influ-

enced by external conslderatlons. Combined with this point is a stickier

one insofar as OECD recommendations apply to its member countries -- that is,

that the quality and availability of differing forms of investment varies

consimerably from country to country. This fact, combined with the very dif-

ferent forms of regulation between the countries, forced the Working Party to

outline its recom_endatlons on asset valuation in the broadest of possible

terms and still, as we shall see, the terms specified were not held to apply

in at least one country for very special reasons.

A brief outline of the treatment of asset valuation in the Report is perhaps

helpful.

The Report recognizes the use of conservative valuations for solvency pur-

poses, and recommends a system of "normal" values to be used for solvency

testing for various categories of assets. Such "normal" values are suggested

to be not less than the "balance sheet" values, by investment category as

well as for the overall investment portfolio.

The specific solvency values recommended seem conventional to American

readers - for example, par values are accepted for adequately secured debt

instruments, as long as they yield at least _-_more than the interest rate

used in reserve valuation, with a single exception in the case of common

stocks.
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A pair of conservative Stock valuation methods are suggested. The first of

these is a straight 20_ reduction of value from the actual market value; the

second recommends a variable rate of reduction, to be at least 10% off mar-

ket value, but a greater reduction in periods when the overall market is mov-

ing upward, measured over the past 3 years. The actual formula of the sec-

ond method is to value each security at .90 x L .-"L. , where _ is the avera_

of the stock market prise index at the end of the past three years, _ is the
price index at the last year-end, and the _- L ratio is limited to a maxi-
mum of i.

For other investments, the suggestions are understandably those consistent

with a long-range, continuing business philosophy.

" rm_1"In light of the suggested solvency no value standards, the Working

Party then revlewed the actual methods of valuation used in the m_nber coun-

tries and concluded that, in ten of the ceun%rles _artieipatin@_ conditions

of solvency vere met by valuations already used in regulatory statements,

except in the case of stocks, where the new formula was suggested.

The Buol Report also included a chapter on the application of solvency re-

quir_ments to individual e_mpaules, and concluded that solvency established

on an overall basis by the supervisors in the Company,s home domicile should

suffice for solvency for other OFL'Dmember countries, thoug_ naturally, each

company should continue to meet local licensing conditions.

I_SN_ZA210N AND THE

A mmw_vy of the United Kingdom' s position on the matter of solvency guaran-

teed through the use of the British "immunization" procedures is included in

the Buol Report. Although not specifically deslgn_ted as such, eleven para-

graphs of the Report are essentially a separate report on the investment

markets and the asset valuation procedures with which immunization - the

matching of the terms of liabilities and of assets - can be applied. A good

m!-,,_ry of the process of immunization is included in this section, building

to the position that_when immmnlzation is applied, the valuation of liabili-

ties may be based on the current yield of the assets. In the British view,

the need for solvency asset values greater than the current market value of

those assets is directly a result of the use of standard valuation bases, a

practice 1_nlch has not - until very recently - been even suggested in the

United Kingdom. When the actuary may revalue the liabilities in terms of a

_t asset market, and where i_mmnization is applied, solvency is auto-

rustically assured.

Such a procedure, as the Report notes, is possible in the United Kingdom be-

cause of the existence of long-term investments enabling the iu_unization

process to operate. It is also suggested that the valuation procedure sug-

gested for stocks - the fixed or variable reduction from market value - ne_
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not apply when, as in Britain, stocks are held for the long term, and where
considerable investment in such vehicles occurs.

Despite the study of the British system, the Report concludes its study of

asset valuation with the observation that the inm_/nization principle of

matching assets and liabilities may well work where all of the required con-

ditions exist - the necessary investment vehicles, and the 18ok of regula-

tory restraints - but that it does not "lend itself to general application

on the European Continent." However, for application of solvency on a

multilateral basis, a company operating on a satisfactory basis using such

matching within its home domicile shcalldbe exempted from certain of the

restrictions on the choice of the technical rate of interest suggested in

the Report. Moreover, once considered solvent %;ithin its home domicile,
its operations elsewhere would be considered acceptable.

HOW DOES THE _JOL REPORT AFFECT AMERICAN FRAC_ICES?

The Buol Report is the basis for a distinctive system for esbablishing sol-

vency in many of the continental European countries. We believe that it

offers members of the Society a valusble insight into the systems of sol-

vency that we use ourselves.

Solvency determination is essentially a blending of conservative and real-

istic valuations in a coherent system which supports special insurance con-

siderations. The blending of these factors - the design of a solvency sys-

tem coordinating asset and liability valuation with due regard for local

conditions - is what makes a solvency system work.

Consider the British position on _.mmIzatlon. Because of the special in-

vestment market, and the far lower level of guaranteed optative benefits

(such as surrender values), gross premium valuation at the current market

yield, properly _mtnized for asset maturities, may provide a consistent,

workable solvency system.

In the United States, wlth our special emphasis on contractual guarantees

of a rigid nature, the appearance of full asset support for fixed, defined-

at-lssue liabilities is more important than it is to the British. And our
European colles_ues - as the B_ol Report indicates - fsll somewhere in be-

tween.

In each of the three cases, distinctly different approaches are taken, each

consistent within itself, consistent to local insurance principles and con-

tracts issued, and each is a viable solvency system. However, pressures

are building in both the United Kingdom and here in the United States, re-

quiring us to adapt our traditional solvency system to meet new conditions.
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On this basis, we reco_m_end review of the Buol Report for new insight into

alternative systems of solvency control.

(Editor, s Note -- The remarks presented by Mr. Collins were

prepared jointly by Mr. Collins and Mr. David G. K_Imstad. )

MR. ROBIN B. LECKIE: Solvency problems of life insurance companies, whether

statutory or real, are not confined to the United States. I would like to

outline some recent developments in the United Kingdom and briefly touch on

solvency considerations in Canada.

The United Kingdom is the last of the major insurance areas to adopt a stat-

utory basis for the valuation of assets and liabilities. The move a%ray from

the traditional British approach of "freedom with disclosure" has been trig-

gered by a number of company failures plus the strain of uncertain economic

conditions. There is also a desire to be in step with the solvency stan-

dsmds of the EEC and the "six principles" adopted.

The proposed basis was introduced last year by the U.K. supervisory author-

ity - the Department of Trade - in a consultative note to the industry.

Since then, regulations for the valuation of assets have been published,

while the suggested basis for the valuation of liabilities has been passed

to the Institute of Actuaries for their consideration. This has triggered

the Bews, Seymour, Shaw, Wales paper entitled, "Proposals for the Statutory

Basis of Valuation of the Liabilities of Long-Term Insurance Business" pre-

sented and discussed at Faculty and Institute meetings in January.

The major significant features of the solvency requirements in the United

Kingdom are as follows:

i. The valuation of assets are to be at market, or where there is no mar-

ket value, at discounted future earnings employing in the discounting

process an appropriate current rate. Thus, amortization of mortgages

and bonds is not permitted.

2. A net premium basis is to be used for the valuation of liabilities with

a suitable first year modification of not more than 3% of the face

amount. In addition, recognition of inadequate provisions for renewal

expenses is expected.

3. The interest rate to be employed for the valuation of liabilities is

derived from the actmal yield on the assets of the company.

_. The valuation should cover guaranteed cash values, policy by policy.

I would like to comment on each of the major features of the U.K. test.

First, the collapse of two life ins_ce companies, coupled with sever_
economic uncertainty has given to the government and supervisory authorities
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a certain fatalistic mood which has triggered a break-up value approach. It
follows that market values h_ve become the test for assets. It would seem

strange in North America for this to apply to mortgages and to government.

guaranteed bonds and other high grade securities; however, not entirely un-
reasonable in the U.K. where guaranteed cash values are rare. I should note

that the overall test is intended to ensure a reasonable standard of adequacy

rather than a mere demonstration of solvency; that is, the test should give a

warning of trouble, not report on it after the fact. Unfortunately, the cur-
rent mood of the U.K. authorities has tended more to concern for immediate

benefits than continuation of a going concern, thus to a considerable extent
defeating this premise.

The second feature, the use of a net premium valuation method rather than a

gross premium method,h_s been very controversial. The government has been

concerned that the continued practice of discounting future profit distribu-

tions would be inappropriate for a solvency test and might lead to improper

stripping of the apparent surplus of life insurance companies by general In-

surance p_rent comDsnies. Further, the net premiumxmethod follows from the

premise stated above that the "best should set as a warning_ si_l, The net

premillmmethod is also one of the EEC's six principles.

Critics of the net premium method point out that the method is not sensitive

to changes in mortality and,further, that it is not possible to secure con-

sistency between the valuation of assets and liabilities Ix_rtlcularly when

interest rates are high. It is apparen_ however, that U.K. authorities are

prepared to forego pure matching for the conservatism of the net premium
method.

This leads to the third feature, the interest rate to be used in the valua-

tlon of liabilities. The rate is to be no more than 90% of the current earn-

ings rate of the company's assets with a 0.8% minimum differential. The ac-

tual rate employed may be less subject to the judgment of the actuary. Thus

a reasonably close relationship between the valuation of the two sides of

the balance sheet is achieved,at least as compared to North American metho@s.

Unfortunately, a test of this nature runs into many difficulties. An e_ample
is whether a distinction should be made b_tween the rate of interest earned

on existing assets and a reinvestment rate, presumably lower, at which future

income may be invested. The paper finally concluded that the current rate

was the most conservative and most appropriate.

One problem in using a portfolio rate for valuation of liabilities is that

it could encourage a weakening of the quality of the portfolio. The repl_c_

ment of a low-ylelding highly-secured asset by one with a gTe_ter return but

the same current market value would automatically increase surplus, created

through the reduction in the value of liabilities. Nor can the future re-

turn on equities be guaranteed, and to assume that today's dividends will be

met in the future may be unduly liberal for a test of solvency.
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The fourth characteristic of the British proposal, to cover cash values,

ses_s unreasonable in context with the other features. A pure market value

test to meet the immediate contractual call of the liabilities implies either

the possibility of total surrender or borrowing of all policies, or,in the
case of insolvency, the payoff of cash values (or whatever lesser amount is

available). Both are inconsistent with the golng-concern principle of life

insurance practices in America. While guaranteed cash values as we know

them are rare in the United Kingdom, many U.K. companies started issuing

single premium high cash value savings plans a few years ago taking advan-

tage of a tax loophole. These had dreadful consequences as interest rates

rose and asset values fell. It was this that triggered one company failure

and contributed to another. Small wonder that _aranteed values are viewed

with suspicion and a break-up value test has resulted. Nevertheless, it

would se_n reasonable to allow the actuary some discretion for employing
withdrawal rates in his valuation of benefits which include traditional

guaranteed cash values.

Turning to Canada,we find a system akin to that of the United States, built

on the long-term contractual obligations undertaken by the insurer. Regula-

tion is defined through the Canadian and British Insurance Companies Act and

administered by the Federal Department of Insurance.

The statutory basis for computing the minimum reserve is set out in the Act.

It specifies a maximum rmte of interest of 321%for insurance and 4% for an-

nuities. A number of standard mortality tables are also specified. The

Superintendent of Insurance has power to approve other mortality tables and

higher rates of interest; however, the actuary asking for these must justify

his request. Rates of interest as high as 7%,or even more,have been used in

recent years for some annuities. The net premium method is employed with or

without the Canadian modification. One of the features of the Canadian sys-

tam is the requirement of an Actuary, s Certificate certifying to the ade-

quacy of the reserves held. Considerable reliance is placed upon this cer-

tificate and the professional judgment of the actuary that signs it.

The basic test for assets is market values but with amortization for mort-

gages and government securities. There is also a modified three-year aver-

aging provision for other bonds and shares to provide relief during tampo-

rary periods of depressed markets or unusually high interest rates.

At the present time,there are no GAAP reporting requirements for life insur-

ance companies in Canada, although the subject is under study. Forttmately,

the four major groups - accountants, actuaries, companies and regulators -

are working together to resolve the multiple needs of sound reporting and

solvency requirements within one statement. No specific proposal has yet

been forthcoming; however, it appears likely that the future reporting of

Canadian companies will include:
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i. Similar treatment for par and non-par, stock and mutual.

2. The use of a new modified reserve system with the first year modification

equal to a percentage of the first premium or of the actual initial ex-

penses incurred,whichever is the lesser.

3. A redefinition of asset valuation to require amortized values for all

bonds and to permit or require a valuation of equities and real estate

such that there will be a defined emergence of realized and unrealized

capital gains into earnings.

4. Extending the strong reliance placed on the professional judgment of the

actuary. His statement may be expanded to include consideration of as-

sets and solvency.

5. Setting up the statement it,such a way that revenue earnings will reflect

_wore commonly accepted accounting principles while the balance sheet can

continue to emphasize solvency.

Having examined the U.K. system and the system in Cans_a and having consid-

ered the problems we are encountering today, what lessons are there for us?

First, it is important to note that the actuary has no higher professional

obligation than to ensure that the long-term contractual commitments ad-
ministered will be met.

The second point to note is that we have only been doing half a job with

respect to solvency. We h_ve not paid sufficient attention to the assets.

We should be doing mere in assisting our compsnies in formulating appropriate

investment policy and measuring asset performance.

Another lesson to be learned is that to develop a statement with a true or

immunized relationship between assets and liabilities is not a simple matter.

There are many pitfalls.

A fourth lesson, I believe, includes the need to re-exsmlne our policy of pro-

viding gu_teed cash v_lues. Undoubtedly one of the strengths of our sys-

tem has been the guarantees we provide; however, these guarantees have become

somewhat unrealistic with today's high interest rates. Perhaps, for example,

_e should modify the underlying interest gus/-anteesto something llke 6_ or

7% or even 10%. We should also reconsider the design of some of our poli-

cies. Perhaps life cycle is the answer.

Finally, we should remember we have worked with a system that has stood up

to _st every test put to it in the past i00 years. Any changes should be

carefully considered.
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MR. JOKN P. EDEN: Discussions of small company surplus problems usually

focus on the level of acquisition costs and other elements affecting the

profitability of the business being issued, and mention is made of the im-

portance of developing financial projections to indicate surplus require-

ments, based on anticipated volume and ot_er characteristics of ne_ business,

mortality, lapses, etc. Without diminishing the importance of this practice,

as such is not the intent,- on the contrary, I believe such planning to be

not only desirable but necessary, and not just for small companies - my com-
ments are concerned with one area which deserves more attention from actuar-

ies than it has received in the past, namely, "asset failure." For the our-

pose of this discussion, let me define the term "asset failure" in a quite

loose and general manner to mean a loss of statutory surplus caused by a de-

crease in the value of an invested asset.

Two categories of asset failure are considered here: l) a sale of an asset

in order to meet cash needs, the net proceeds of such sale being less than

the amount at which the asset was carried in the financial statement; 2) a

decrease in the value at which an invested asset continues to be included in

the statement.

The liquidation of investments becomes necessary when a company experiences

a negative cash flow. Such a situation may have been anticipated as in the

case of a relatively ne_ company where disbursements can exceed the sum of

premium and investment income for a period of time, or such a circumstance

may develop unexpectedly for a variety of reasons. But even when anticipat-

ed, the negative cash flow may be more severe than expected, on account of a

heavy de,and for policy loans, cash surrenders, or hlgher-than-expected

claims costs; a similar situation could be caused by lower cash income than

was forecast, due to a drop in investment income or plarmed asset liquida-

tions yielding lower proceeds than expected. The important point is to real-
ize that we are concerned with the liquidation value of an asset which may

not only be lower than the value at which it was included but significantly
lower than its market value.

With the second category of asset failure, we are talking about a going -

concern type of asset value which would generally be amortized book or mar-

ket value, depending on the type of asset. We could include here asset sales

made purely on the basis of investment decisions, since, if the actual sales

were to create a surplus problem, such sales would presumably not be made.

However, if an investment decision cannot be carried out because of its ef-

fect on surplus, then,while we have avoided an immediate surplus problem, we

may have created a potential investment problem with a related potential

surplus problem.

A more detailed presentation would most likely include further categories of

asset failure _ in particula_ a distinction should perhaps be made between

the situation where the liquidated asset was previously csmried in the
statement at its amortized book value as against a lower value appraxlm_tlng
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its market value. Investment decisions and the actual mechanics of the dis-

position of an asset may or may not involve the actuary, and the revision of

statement values of invested assets is,of course, outside the control of

company management. Nevertheless, with their ability to cause surplus dif-

ficulties, these elements have to be taken into account when evaluating a

company's future surplus needs.

I should _ke mention of the Mandatory Securities Valuation Reserve, if only

to let the audience know that I have not forgotten about it. I purposely

defined asset failure as a capital loss causing a decrease in statutory sur-

plus, in order to cover situations where the MBVR was not sufficiently large

or otherwise could not offset the capital loss,

The above phenomena, as well as many other adverse financial ocm_rrences

which are usually cited as small company problems,are not unique to small

companies° _nat m_kes these occurrences "small company surplus problems' is

the ability of a more mature and diversified company to absorb an unfavor-

able occurrence_which could endanger the solvency of a small company with

its sm_ller an_o_nt of surplus and less diversified activities.

This brings me to the matter of solvency standsrds on which I would llke 50

comment briefly.

The observation is sometimes made that the solution to the solvency problem

is simply to increase minimum capital and surplus requirements. I do not

believe that this is the answer; in fact, I do not think there is a simple

solution. Going back many years, perhaps small company operations were

fairly uniform and most of them fitted into the mold of the typical small

company; however, today this is just not the case. There are many kinds of

roll company operations with widely differing surplus needs, and it see_ns
to me that this should be taken into account.

One noteworthy development is the establishment by the NAI_ in 1972 of a

statistical reporting system, applicable to property and liability ins_Lrs21ce

companies and life insurers. This program consists of a series of computer-

ized test calculations based on information contained in a company's Annual

Statement. First used in connection wlth the 1972 Annual Statement, the

tests were thereafter modified and made more effective prior to their ap-

plication to the 1973 Statement. Some of the tests are a measure of the

financial performance during the previous year,and others are intended to
evaluate the solvency status of the company as of the statement date. For

each of the tests,a cut-off point exists beyond which the results are con-
sidered exceptional and indicative of the need for further analysis.

Each company receives a copy of its own test results which should be of con-

sider_ble benefit to its management° An on-_oing program of this kind, to

be effective, has to be capable of carrying out the tests and making the

ans-_ers available on a timely basis; furthermore, the system should be flex-
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ible enough to be responsive to changing characteristics of the business.

MR. THOMAS J. KELLY: The National Association of Insurance Commissioners

(NAIC) Technical Subcommittee on Valuation and Nonforfeiture Value Regulation

has been charged by the NAIC to:

(1) Review valuation and nonforfeiture value legislation and

regulation.

(2) Identify the problems currently encountered and recommend

practical solutions which can be implemented now.

(S) Reconsider the fundamental purposes of statutory regula-

tion in the light of the present state of the knowledge

and technology of actuarial science, study systems al-

ternative to the present, using theories and technology

not previously available, and event_11y recommend some

course" of long-range development of statutory regulation.

At the present time the NAIC Technical Subco-,nittee reports only to the (C3)

Life Subco,_ttee and is,therefore, restricted to investigating the valuation

and nonforfeiture value reg_tion associated with general account life

insurance and annuity business. Eventually Such regulation must also be

considered for other lines such as health insurance, credit insurance, sepa-

rate account business and the various fire, casualty, and automobile liability

lines of business. Of course, the fire, casualty, and automobile liability

areas are outside our present expertise as llfe insurance actuaries. For

this reason3the Technical Advisory Subcon_ittee on the Long Range Aspects of

Valuation Regulation includes a number of review and commentary members as-

sociated with such other lines of business so that the Advisory Subcommittee

can have the advantage of direct communication with persons knowledgeable in

those fields. When those areas are opened up for exploration by the NAIC, a

nucleus of advisory persons will then become available with some experience

as to what has been going on in the life insurance and annuity area.

The Technical Subcommittee has organized some advisory committees, and is in

the process of organizing some additional ones, in order to obtain special-

ized expertise as far as possible, in the specific areas of our investiga-

tion. As a further development, due at least partly to budgetary considera-

tions, the Technical Subcommittee has scheduled regional meetings to coincide

with the meetings of the Society of Actuaries.

The original NAIC Task Force has been expanded into a Technical Subco_mLittee
to increase the number of states participating in the study of valuation and

nonforfeiture value regulation. Thanks to the efforts of the staff of the

American Life Insurance Association, a review of the developments in valua-

tion and nonforfeiture value regulation since the days of the Guertin Com-

mittee has been accomplished and is mlmm_rized as an attachment to the Task
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Force Report presented last December to the NAIC,which will appear in the

Proceedings of the NAIC reporting that meeting.

The following have been included in considerations of problems with the pres-

ent statutory policy reserve system:

(a) Even though statutory reserves are being held, solvency may

not be assured by the present system if asset values are in-

adequate to match and support the policy liabilities with

respect to the future timing of benefits, withdrawal values,
and dividends. It appears that the present system may not

provide sufficient consideration of the possibility of this

inadequacy.

(b) The present system may not be responsive enough to changes

in mortality, morbidity, expenses, interest rates, or other

factors involved in the operations of a llfe insurance

company.

(c) The present system does not directly produce earnings for

life insurance companies that are comparable to the es/_-

ings reported for companies in other industries.

(d) The present system ignores the variation of the credibility

of experience with respect to the number and relative mag-

nitude of the separate risks assumed with respect to invest-

ments, mortality, and morbidity.

Eight lum_diate problems have been identified and are to be considered by

eight separate Task Forces within the membership of the NAIC Technical Sub-

committee. Some of these Task Forces may require special professional actu-

arial advice on specified technical problems, and will then ask the NAIC
Technical Subcommittee to request such advice from either the American

Academy of Actuaries or the Society of Actuaries depending on the nature of

the request. The immediate problems to be studied are:

(i) Premium Deficiency Reserves

(2) The '_niform Percentage of Gross Premium" Rule

(3) General Account Index-Related Products

(_) Nonforfeiture Value Regulstion Expense Assumptions

(5) Split Life and Related Plans

(6) Deposit Term and Related Plans
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(7) Deferred Annuities and _posit Funds

(8) Life Cycle Plans and Other Recent Developments

At the present time,a technical advisory subco_nittee to consider the long-

range aspects of valuation is in the process of organization. This advisory

subcommittee will report directly to the NAIC Technical Advisory Suhcom_It_

on Valuation and Nonforfeiture Regulation, and is charged specifically with

finding practical solutions and testing these solutions for three problems:

(i) The matching of assets with cash flow requirements.

(2) The definition of how much surplus should be retained as

a margin of safety under the present syst_n for determining

statutory solvency.

(3) The definition of alternative methods of determlning statu-

tory solvency.

In connection with the first of these problems two questions have been asked:

(a) How should the asset portfolio vary with the nature and

distribution of insurance and annuity business from which

such assets are generated and are required for the main-

tenance of such business in a statutorily-so_vent position

with a reasonable margin for surplus?

(b) What practical rules or regulation_ if any,can be devised
to assure that an asset portfolio will be able to support

a particular distribution of business with a reasonable

degree of confidence?

Answers to these questions, of course, will re,fire the NAIC Technical Sub-

committee to define criteria for a "reasonable margin for suplus" and "a

reasonable degree of confidence." These definitions may well depend on the

results of other assigr,nents to the Long Range Valuation Technical Advisory

Subcomm/ttee, the American Academy of Actuaries, or %he Society of Actuaries.

The definition of the surplus required as a safety margin under the present

system for determining statutory solvency poses a number of questions:

(a) How can risk theory, through the introduction of the
chance of fluctuation and consideration of different

economic conditions in the various parameters (invest-

ment return, mortality or morbidity or claim losses,

voluntary withdrawal rates, and expenses including taxes)

be used to establish the surplus which should be retained
under varying degrees of confidence?
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(b) What is the effect of the application of credibility

through considering both the magnitude and number of

risks involved, as well as the ratio of the maximum to

average smounts of risk, both with respect to cl_ims

experience and with respect to investment experience,

and also considering the effect of reinsurance?

(c) l{ow can the findings with respect to risk theory and

credibility be translated into some practical working

rules to be used as a basis for drafting model regula-

tions or legislation?

Answers to these questions require the NATC Technical Subcommittee to define

the predetermined chance for ruin to be established for study purposesjand
to determine the priority of risk structures to be studied. These defini-

tions will require technical information for which the NAYC Technical Sub-

co_ittee will most likely ask the Society of Actuaries for assistance.

In axploring _iternative valuation systems, aside from thm obvious question of

what alternative systems are available, to be answered are:

(a) To what extent should risk theory be considered in the

definition of alternative valuation systems?

(b) To what extent should credibility of experience, con-

sidering the magnitude and number of risks involved

for both claims and Investments 3 be used in defining

an alternative system?

(c) Should the present valuation system be retained for

situations _here there is minimal credibility?

(d) How do the advantages of the simplicity of the cur-

rent net premium valuation system compare with the

anticipated advantages of alternative systems, such as,
increased confidence that reserves are not excessive

and the hope that required surplus associated with

such alternative systems will improve the credibility

that the company's solvency will continue?

The NAIC Technical Subcommittee will specify the alternative methods to be

tested, the limits of the values of the various valuation parameters and the

form of such limits, and the acceptable criteria for credibility of experi-

ence, This will require some technical assistance from the Advisory Sub-

co.tree and the Society of Actuaries.

As you can see, the NAIC Technical Subcommittee on Valuation and Nonfor-

feiture Valuation Regulation is embarked on a vigorous and comprehensive
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program to bring about more effective regulation in these areas. Hopefully,
the immediate problems can be resolved within a year or two. However, some

of them are chronic symptoms of deficiencies in the present system and may

require some redefinition of the present system before they will completely

disappear. The NAIC Technical Subcommittee has been organized as a fairly

permanent committee with the prospect that the current studies into the long-

range aspects will take some time to complete, and that problems will contirme

to arise which will require some form of current action.

MR. CHARLES F. B. RICKARDSON: The Buol Report left me with an impressiom

very different from that implied by the remarks of the panel members. I

found it singularly unhelpful in regard to valuation problems in the United
States and have filed with the NAIC Committee some detailed criticisms of

the report. Among other things, I pointed out that most of the approaches

referred to in this report are entirely unsuitable in a situation where

guaranteed cash values and availability of policy loans at fixed interest

rates are involved. I also questioned the validity of the procedure sug-

gested for determining contingency reserves, which was confined to term in-

surance. This seems absurd when one considers the various other types of

liabilities which involve considerable risk and fluctuations in experience,

for example,certain types of health insurance, funds such as premium depos-

its withdrawable in cash without penalty, policy loans resulting in asset

losses, and so on, This report is not at all realistic, having regard to

the enormous variations that occur in practice between companies in regard

to the various types of llfe, annuity and health insurance business written,

distribution by llne, age, duration, type of underwriting, retention limit

in relation to surplus, and vulnerability to cash demands. The theory of im-
munization appears to me quite unrealistic under today's economic conditions

because of the unpredictability of the emergence of liabilities.

I am most fearful of the suggestion that consideration should be given to

the abandonment of the net premium valuation system, and substitution of some

form of gross premium valuation. Recent experience with GAAP should make us

extremely wary of this. It is reported that even some of the security ana-

lysts who, with the accountants, got us into GAAP, do not now trust the

earnings results and are tending to pay more attention to statutory earn-

ings. The enormous scope for judgment, good or bad, pessimistic or optimis-

tic, the absence of uniform standards and methods of expense allocation,

lapse assumptions and so on, which GAAP and any other form of gross premium

valuation offers, should make us think very hard before embracing a gross

premium valuation as the test of solvency.

The suggestion that an attempt be made to establish surplus standards that

would vary in accordance with the degree of risk in a company' s portfolio

seems to me to be fanciful and unrealistic, particularly in vieW of the

enormous variations in the minimum capital and surplus requirements in the

several states, ranging from ridiculously low requirements in some states to

reasonably adequate requirements in only a very few. The important problem
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here is to get these minimum requirements raised to adequate levels. There

is certainly not enough expertise to administer any requirements based on

risk theory and I regard this type of discussion as impractical 8_nd wishful

thinklng.

I believe that current minimum cash value requirements, still based on 3_

interest in many states 8;nd nowhere based on higJuer ths_n 4_, cure too high,

except in the early years. Under the economic conditions that we see today

s/Id which seem likely to prevail for the foreseeable future, minimum cash

values should not be based on an interest rate lower than _?l-%,and I urge that

this fundamental question be given very careful study. It is unrealistic to

base early cash values on the acquisition expense rates to be expected in a

.marginal stock company operation, which was the basis of current laws. Con-

sumerism demands more than that and I believe early cash values should be in-

creased and first year expense allowances reduced. In particular, the $20.00

per thouss_d factor which invites abuse should be removed if the adjusted

premium approach is continued.

Another urgent matter is the revision of State laws which all too frequently

require policy loans to be guaranteed at 6_ interest, 5_ still in New York,

_hich in today's economic environment is shockinzly discriminatory between

those who borrow and those who do not.

In considering changes in valuation standsrds, a study should be made of the

deficiency reserve requirements under term policies to provide reasonable ex-

pense margins in today,s inflationary conditions. Any such reserves should

be based on the minimum standard, not on the actual valuation basis used.

In closing, I make a plea for a practical, realistic approach to these mat-

ters and a strong effort to Teach solutions, both to the nonforfeiture value

and valuation problems, that can be properly administered by the very limited

supply of technical personnel available in the state insurance departments.

These problems demand broad, practical solutions rather than theoretical and

idealistic approaches. In any event, one cannot legislate wise management.

MR. WOODDY: I am impressed by the contrast between the circumstances we face

today and those that confronted the life insurance business up to perhaps

five years ago. I'm referring to the current high level of interest rates.

To pick an extreme example, if, tomorrow, market interest rates should go to

30_ and stay there for a few years, a large proportion of the life insurance

companies in this country would go bankrupt. In general, people think the

higher the interest rate the more favorable the financial results for the

industry. That was true when rates _ere gradually creeping up from 2 or 3

percent to 5 or 6 percent; but now we,re getting to a position where we might

have to sell securities in a market where interest rates are much higher than

those at _hich we bought them, "Immunization" is fine under circumstances

when it works. I doubt whether anyone preparing a schedule of expected cash

requirements for a company would include the likelihood that within a year
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the company might have to liquidate half of its assets. As long as actual

cash flow follows reasonably closely the projected cash flow, "immunization"

is a wonderful tool; but,if cash flow cannot be /orecast, then "immunization"
may turn out to have been a trap.

MR. JOHN C. MAYNARD: In his address, Dr. Friedman was pessimistic

about the future. He feels that inflation, uncertainty, and the continuation

of high and fluctuating interest rates will persist. With such a prospect,
policyholders might act so as to cause serious financial strains on their

companies.

Healthy policyholders might surrender their policies, invest the proceeds at

current high rates, and apply for term insurance. Unhealthy policyholders

might apply for ]_arge policy loans and re-invest the money at current rates.

The strains and inequities which would result give rise to deep concern.

There is little thst can be done about business in force, but the design of

new policies can take such contingencies into account.

I would like to address a question to the panel. For future new business,

is it desirable that there shoula be minimum statutory and guaranteed con-
tractual cash and loan values?

MR. WOODDY: Attempts to provide variable policy loan interest rates and the

suggestion just made not to guarantee cash values may be viewed as examples

of "throwing out the baby with the bathwater."

Life insurance policies offer many benefits which policyholders have found

useful, and that is part of the attractiveness of the American life insurance

product. Meeting the obligations involved in such benefits may turn out to

be more difficult than was contemplated when the policies were first de-

signed; but that' s our business as actuaries. We are supposed to be the ex-

perts in developing complex life insurance contracts. We became quite pro-

ficient in determining premiums and other arrangements that enabled life in-

surance companies to pay death benefits over long periods of time. Now we

are facing new contingencies such as paying cash values when it's embarrass-

ing to pay a cash value, or granting loans at an interest rate much lower thsa

we can get in the market; but these too are risks and risk is our business.

If the consuming public wants such benefits and is willing to pay for them,

and I would emphasize "is willing to pay for", then our Job is not to tell

the public it can't have the benefits. Our task is to figure out how to price

the benefits so that they continue salable and life insurance companies are

not dameged by them.

CHAIRMAN LEW: I would llke to respond further to Joek Maynard's rather

pointed query which relates to financial and mortality antiselection on

guaranteed cash and loan values. If _e regard such antiselection as seri-

ous, we should make provision for it. The dividend declarations made for

this year may indicate how many mutual companies view such antiselection as
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a threat. If we accept the pessimistic outlook expressed this morning at

face value, then we ought to react by taking a more conservative stance on
dividends.

MR. DAVID M. HOLLA/gD: In Distribution of Surplus, Messrs. Maclean and

Marshall observed "true 'profits' are determined solely by the premiums actu-

ally payable and the conditions actually experienced during the entire exis-

tence of the whole group. No other consideration, such as temporary fluctua-

tions in the value of assets or changes which may be adopted in calculating

the values of liabilities - in particular the policy reserves - can, in any

way, affect these true profits". Since the above quote _as originally writ-

ten, there have been changes in the llfe insurance industry (e.g., a new

Federal income tax law) so that the incidence of profits may well affect the

ultimate profitability of a block of insurance.

A cilange in valuation methods could have significant effects, both primary

8/qdsecondary_ throu_aout the entire U.S. life insurance system. A primary

effect of a change in valuation methods may be a change in surplus for a

given company_ but the change in surplus my create a further secondary

change in the _em_nd for surplus (or retained earnin£_s) for uses such as:

(i) Dividends

(a) to policyholders

(b) to stockd_olders

(2) Capital

(a) to finance expansion of insurance operations

(b) to develop non-insursmce affiliates or subsidiaries

(3) Federal Income Tax

Other areas affected by c.hanges in valuation bases might be the structure of

nonforfeiture benefits and the pricing of life insurance products.

Because the secondary effects of changes in valuation methods could produce

significant changes in other components of the life insurance system, it

seems important that the life insurance industry be represented in delibera-

tions on revising valuation methods. Therefore, I would like to ask Mr. Kelly

if the NAIC Technical Subcommittee is totally unbiased and looking exclusive-

ly at the problems of valuation from a regulatory point of view, or if there

is some other industry advisory committee which is looking after the second-

ary effects changes in valuation methods may have in the industry?
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MR. KELLY: That is really an inviting set of questions. We have tried to

get a cross section of actuaries. We, of course, look to the actuaries to

realize that they have to be advisors. Actuaries are professionals so we

don't expect too much bias. We,ve included actuaries from _m_ll companies,
large companies, stocks, mutuals, and also from other fields such as education.

We Just don't know what the outcome is going to be as far as the level of

surplus is concerned. If surplus is increased for a particular company, yes_

there may be demauds on this. On the other hand, there may be other demands

if surplus is reduced. There may be demands by regulatory authorities if the

reduction is below some minimum statutory level. I don't know what the out-

come may be. This is some _ay down the road from where we are at the present

time.




